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Spin-orbit-proximitized ferromagnetic metal by monolayer transition metal dichalcogenide: Atlas
of spectral functions, spin textures, and spin-orbit torques in Co/MoSe2, Co/WSe2, and Co/TaSe2

heterostructures
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The heterostructures composed of an ultrathin ferromagnetic metal (FM) and a material hosting strong
spin-orbit (SO) coupling are the principal resource for SO torque and spin-to-charge conversion nonequilibrium
effects in spintronics. The key quantity in theoretical description of these effects is nonequilibrium spin density,
which can appear on any monolayer of the heterostructure through which the current is flowing as long as
the monolayer bands are affected by the native or proximity induced SO coupling. Here we demonstrate how
hybridization of wave functions of Co layer and a monolayer of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)—such
as semiconducting MoSe2 and WSe2 or metallic TaSe2—can lead to dramatic transmutation of electronic and
spin structure of Co within some distance away from its interface with TMD, when compared to the bulk of Co
or its surface in contact with a vacuum. This is due to proximity induced SO splitting of Co bands encoded in the
spectral functions and spin textures on its monolayers, which we obtain using noncollinear density functional
theory (ncDFT) combined with equilibrium Green function (GF) calculations. In fact, SO splitting is present due
to structural inversion asymmetry of the bilayer—i.e., just the presence of the interface—even if SO coupling
within TMD monolayer is artificially switched off in ncDFT calculations. However, switching it on makes the
effects associated with proximity SO coupling within Co layer about five times larger. Injecting spin-unpolarized
charge current through SO-proximitized monolayers of Co generates nonequilibrium spin density over them,
so that its cross product with the magnetization of Co determines SO torque. The SO torque computed via
first-principles quantum transport methodology, which combines ncDFT with nonequilibrium GF calculations,
can be used as the screening parameter to identify optimal combination of materials and their interfaces for
applications in spintronics. In particular, we identify heterostructure two-monolayer-Co/monolayer-WSe2 as the
most optimal one, at least in the clean limit.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.4.104007

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of proximity effects, such as superconducting
and magnetic, within bulk normal materials has a long his-
tory [1,2]. It has been rekindled with the advent of new
materials and/or regimes of quantum coherence. For exam-
ple, the mesoscopic regime of normal materials [3,4] at low
temperatures hosts large-scale phase-coherent single electron
states which can couple to macroscopically coherent many-
body states on the superconducting side of the interface; both
superconducting and magnetic proximity effects have been
intensely explored [5] as soon as two-dimensional (2D) ma-
terials and their van der Waals heterostructures have been
discovered. In the superconducting proximity effect [3,4,6–
8], Cooper pairs leak from the superconductor to the normal
material side, where the density of Cooper pairs decreases ex-
ponentially from superconductor/normal-material interface.
Such creation of correlated electron-hole pairs and the corre-
sponding change in the local properties of the normal material
have been explored in metals [1,4], ferromagnets [9], 2D
[10], and topological materials [11] brought into contact with
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a superconductor. The direct effect is also accompanied by
the inverse superconducting proximity effect [8,12] where the
order parameter is depleted and electronic density of states is
induced inside the superconducting energy gap within some
length of the superconductor side of the interface.

The analogous direct magnetic proximity effect emerges
when ferromagnetic metal (FM) induces nonzero local
magnetization in the adjacent nonmagnetic material which
decays exponentially away from the interface [2,13–16]. In
FM/TMD heterostructures in the focus of this study, where
FM is Co and TMD is monolayer (ML) of transition metal
dichalcogenide (TMD), as illustrated in Fig. 1, the nonzero
magnetic moment in the setup of Fig. 1(a) appears in Fig. 2
on the middle atomic plane of TMD monolayer. The lay-
ered structure of TMDs of the type MX2 in Fig. 1—where
M=Mo,W,Ta and X=Se—is formed by graphenelike hexago-
nal arrangement of M and X atoms bonded together to give
X-M-X sandwich of three atomic planes. Within the sand-
wich, each M atom is covalently bonded to six X atoms,
whereas each X atom is connected to three M atoms. For all
TMDs considered in Fig. 2, the bands around the Fermi level
are mainly due to d orbitals of the respective transition metal.
Consequently, the Co layer induces an order of magnitude
larger magnetic moment (∼0.03 μB per metal atom) at the
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic view of heterostructures semi-infinite-
Co(0001)/monolayer-TMD—where TMD = MoSe2, WSe2, or
TaSe2—which are employed in calculations of spectral functions
[Eq. (10)] and the corresponding spin textures. These quantities
are computed on planes passing through Se and Co atomic
layer at the interface, denoted by Se1 and Co1, respectively, as
well as on the 4th ML of Co away from the interface which is
denoted by Co4. Panel (b) shows the in-plane hexagonal Brillouin
zone of heterostructures in panel (a) with high-symmetry points
marked—� = (0, 0, 0), M = (1/2, 0, 0) and K = (1/3, 1/3, 0)
in the units of reciprocal lattice vectors of the supercell—which
define the high-symmetry k path employed in Fig. 3. (c) Lateral
heterostructure 2ML-Co/monolayer-TMD, with unpolarized current
injected parallel to its interface using small bias voltage Vb along
the x axis in the linear-response regime. The heterostructure in
(a) is assumed to be infinite (i.e., periodically repeated) in the yz
plane, while the heterostructure in (c) is infinite in the xy plane.
(d) Schematic view of 1H- and 1T-polytype structure of TMDs, in
which transition metal atom has trigonal prismatic and octahedral
coordination with Se atoms, respectively. 1T structure preserves the
spatial inversion symmetry, whereas 1H structure does not.

transition metal atomic plane M, in comparison to that on the
X=Se atomic planes.

In contrast to the inverse superconducting proximity ef-
fect, the inverse magnetic proximity effect can manifest either
as enhancement or suppression of magnetic order on the
FM side of the interface. For example, enhanced magnetic
moments appear on the first ML of Co (denoted as atomic
plane 4) in Fig. 2 which is in direct contact with monolayer
TMD. Conversely, reduced magnetic moments in Co layer
near the interface with heavy metals Pt or Ta are found in
first-principles calculations in Fig. 4 of Ref. [17].

Recently the “proximity effect” terminology has been
ported to describe how one material can be dramatically
transformed by acquiring properties of its neighbor [5], even
though the property acquired is not traditionally studied prox-
imity superconductivity or magnetism. For example, normal
metal [18,19], FM [20–22] or ferromagnetic insulator [23]
in contact with metallic surface of three-dimensional topo-
logical insulator (TI) can acquire spin-momentum locking
in their band structure, as one of the salient features of TI
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FIG. 2. Spatial profile of magnetic moments, averaged over all
atoms within each atomic plane, for semi-infinite-Co/monolayer-
TMD heterostructures illustrated in Fig. 1(a): (a) Co/1H-MoSe2

(black circles); (b) Co/1H-WSe2 (red squares); (c) Co/1H-TaSe2

(green diamonds); and (d) Co/1T-TaSe2 (blue triangles). Magenta
and green solid boxes on the top of the panel show spatial extent of
Co and TMD layers, respectively, as a guide to the eye.

materials [24], even though the Dirac cone energy-momentum
dispersion on the TI side of the interface is typically heavily
distorted by hybridization [20,22]. The long sought room-
temperature noncollinear magnetic textures called skyrmions,
with nontrivial topology in real space, have been achieved
experimentally by moving away from bulk materials [25] to
interfaces of ultrathin FM layers (composed of � 3 MLs) and
heavy metals [26–28] which impart strong Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya interaction between magnetic moments on the FM
side [29,30]. Once the inversion symmetry is broken due to
the surface of FM or metals (such as Au, Ag, or Cu [31]) with
vacuum, the Rashba type of spin-orbit (SO) coupling emerges
in their Shockley surface state and it can penetrate over few
MLs into the bulk [20]. Such interfacial SO coupling remains
present around the interface, even if the surface is covered by
normal metal without strong SO coupling effects, as exempli-
fied by inversion asymmetric Cu/Co/Cu heterostructure [17]
or by Co layer which remains SO proximitized (Fig. 6) despite
SO coupling being artificially switched off on the TMD side
of Co/TMD interface in Fig. 1(c).

As regards the traditional “proximity effect” terminology,
which suggests fast decay of the proximity-acquired quantity
away from the interface in analogy with superconducting
and magnetic proximity effects, it is instructive to clarify
different possibilities using examples of SO [32–35] or mag-
netic proximity effects [5,36–39] in (monolayer or multilayer)
graphene and other 2D materials [38,40]. For example, when
the evanescent wave function from semimetallic graphene
penetrates into a ferromagnetic insulator (FI) where there are
no states at the Fermi level, it acquires exchange splitting from
the native ferromagnetism of the FI layer [39]. Conversely, the
propagating wave function on the metallic surface of TI (or
even normal metal like Cu [34]) or FM hybridizes with the
wave function of graphene, thereby directly SO-splitting [33]
or spin-polarizing [33,36,37] electronic structure of graphene,
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FIG. 3. Spectral function A(E ; ky, kz, x ∈ {Co4, Co1, Se1}) plotted along the high-symmetry k path, M-�-K [Fig. 1(b)], at the atomic plane
passing through (a) Co4, (b) Co1, and (c) Se1, as indicated in Fig. 1(a), of Co/1H-MoSe2 heterostructure. The magnetization of semi-infinite
Co layer is mCo ‖ x̂ [Fig. 1(a)] and perpendicular to the interface. Panels (d)–(f) plot constant energy contours of A(E − EF = 0; ky, kz, x ∈
{Co4, Co1, Se1}) at the Fermi energy E − EF = 0 and the corresponding spin textures within the monolayers Co4, Co1, and Se1, respectively,
where the out-of-plane Sx component of spin is indicated in color (red for positive and blue for negative values). Panels (g)–(l), (m)–(r), and
(s)–(x) show the same information as panels (a)–(f) but for Co/1H-WSe2, Co/1H-TaSe2, and Co/1T-TaSe2 heterostructure, respectively. The
units for ky and kz are 2π/a and 2π/b where a and b are the lattice constants of the unit cell of the heterostructure.

respectively. The SO coupling can also be introduced by
evanescent wave functions, as exemplified by metallic TaSe2

in contact with insulating antiferromagnetic bilayer CrI3 in
which case SO proximity effect is exponentially decaying and
it appears only on the first ML of CrI3 in direct contact with
TaSe2 [40]. Such SO coupling “injected” by the proximity
effect is also quite distinct from the native SO coupling of CrI3

which is responsible for its magnetocrystalline anisotropy that
stabilizes low-dimensional magnetism at finite temperature.
Thus, when proximity effect is mediated by evanescent wave
functions, it decays exponentially fast away from the interface
akin to traditional superconducting and magnetic proximity
effects. On the other hand, when it is mediated by hybridiza-
tion of propagating wave functions, the acquired property can
extend over long distances away from the interface (at least
in clean systems). For heterostructures in Fig. 1(a), this is ex-
emplified by the presence of proximity SO coupling-induced
in-plane spin textures in Fig. 3 on the first ML Co1 directly at
the interface, as well as on the fourth ML Co4 away from the
interface. Thus, an ultrathin Co layer, such as 2 MLs of Co

in Fig. 1(b), or even up to 8 MLs employed in Fig. 7, will
be fully SO proximitized over their whole volume. On the
other hand, the SO proximity effect will slowly (but not ex-
ponentially) decay [20] into the bulk of semi-infinite layer in
Fig. 1(a).

The SO-proximitized FM thin films have emerged as
a major resource for spintronics, enabling effects like SO
torque [41,42], spin-to-charge conversion [43], and skyrmion
generation [29]. In the SO torque phenomenon, injecting
unpolarized charge current parallel to the interface FM/SO-
coupled-material induces current-driven (CD) nonequilibrium
spin density SCD which then drives the dynamics of the mag-
netization of FM layer via the SO torque ∝ SCD × m [41].
Here m is the unit vector along the magnetization direction of
FM layer. Reciprocally, if nonequilibrium spin density is in-
jected into the bilayer, such as by pumping of spin current due
to precessing magnetization driven by microwaves [44–47],
spin-to-charge conversion is initiated leading to charge cur-
rent generation even in the absence of any bias voltage
[48–50]. Although early theoretical studies of SO torque and
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FIG. 4. The spatial profile of nonequilibrium spin density vector SCD(z) = Seven
CD (z) + Seven

CD (z) [Eq. (9)] at the Fermi level for various 2ML-
Co/monolayer-TMD heterostructures in Fig. 1(c) where monolayer TMD is: (a) 1H-MoSe2; (b) 1H-WSe2; (c) 1H-TaSe2; and (d) 1T-TaSe2.
The magnetization of Co layer is perpendicular to the interface, mCo ‖ ẑ. Black, red, and green lines indicate z, y, and x components of SCD(z),
respectively. Panels (e)–(h) and (i)–(l) show the same information as panels (a)–(d) but for mCo ‖ ŷ and mCo ‖ x̂, respectively. Vertical dashed
lines mark the position of each atom plane.

spin-to-charge conversion assume simplistic model Hamil-
tonians of the interface [50–53], it has been realized that
three-dimensional (3D) geometry of transport is crucial to
capture all relevant effects [49,54–56].

The simplistic tight-binding models of FM/SO-coupled-
material bilayers defined on a 3D lattice can already capture
some aspects of SO proximity effect [56], but first-principles
calculations are required to accurately describe charge trans-
fer, surface relaxation, and band bending between the two
materials [19–22]. In this study, we delineate how properties
of conventional room temperature FM, such as semi-infinite
Co layer in the region near the interface in Fig. 1(a) or whole
volume of ultrathin (of thickness ∼1 nm) Co layer in Fig. 1(c),
can dramatically change due to just a single ML of adjacent
TMD. Describing effects like complex spin textures (Fig. 3)
within Co in equilibrium due to proximity SO coupling yields
accurate first-principles Hamiltonian as an input for quan-
tum transport calculations of CD nonequilibrium spin density
SCD (Figs. 4 and 5) on MLs of Co that host such textures.
This also allows us to compute the corresponding SO torque
∝ SCD × mCo (Figs. 5, 6, and 7).

Using these quantities as descriptors for screening public
databases of band structures of 2D materials [57,58] and their
heterostructures [59], or for screening “mini database” of

spectral functions and spin textures (Fig. 3) created in this
study for a specific case of FM/TMD heterostructures, makes
it possible to precisely identify combinations that maximize
features of relevance for spintronics applications. For exam-
ple, for Co/TMD heterostructure and three different TMDs
investigated, we identify Co/1H-WSe2 as the optimal combi-
nation for maximum SO torque, as demonstrated in Fig. 5. The
complex angular dependence of SO torque in Co/1H-WSe2

heterostructure is then investigated further in Fig. 6 where we
demonstrate that even with SO coupling artificially switched
off on the WSe2 side, SCD and thereby driven SO torque
are nonzero due to overall broken inversion symmetry of the
bilayer. Moreover, upon switching on the SO coupling in the
first-principles calculations, SO torque is enhanced by about a
factor of five in Fig. 6 and Table I, thereby further highlighting
the value of computational screening of heterostructures by
combined first-principles and quantum transport calculations.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we ex-
plain our first-principles quantum transport algorithm which
combines nonequilibrium Green functions (NEGF) [60] with
noncollinear density functional theory (ncDFT) calculations
to directly compute SO torque components that are even
or odd in the magnetization of FM layer. Section III A
shows the results for spectral functions and spin textures in
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FIG. 5. (a)–(c) Direction of current-driven nonequilibrium spin density vector Sodd
CD [Eq. (9)] for magnetization mCo (thick cyan arrow) in

Fig. 1(c) oriented along the x, y, and z axis, respectively. Red, green, blue, and magenta arrows indicate the direction of Sodd
CD in Co/1H-MoSe2,

Co/1H-WSe2, Co/1H-TaSe2, and Co/1T-TaSe2 heterostructures, respectively. Panels (d) and (e) are bar plots of the magnitudes Sodd
CD = |Sodd

CD |
and T odd

CD = |Todd
CD |, respectively, within 2 MLs of Co layer embedded into Co/1H-MoSe2 (red bars), Co/1H-WSe2 (green bars), Co/1H-TaSe2

(blue bars), and Co/1T-TaSe2 (magenta bars) heterostructures for different orientations of mCo. The area of the common rectangular supercell
of these heterostructures is denoted by � = 4a × 2

√
3a, where a is the lattice constant of the respective TMD.

equilibrium on both sides of Co/TMD interface in Fig. 1(a).
In Sec. III B, we discuss CD nonequilibrium spin density and
thereby driven SO torque in Co/TMD lateral heterostructure
depicted in Fig. 1(c) where unpolarized charge current is
injected parallel to the interface. We conclude in Sec. IV.

II. MODELS AND METHODS

A. Spin-orbit torque from nonequilibrium density matrix
expressed using NEGF

Both conventional spin-transfer torque, in spin valves or
magnetic tunnel junctions containing two FM layers with

noncollinear magnetizations [61–63], and SO torque [41], in
setups such as the one in Fig. 1(c) containing only one FM
layer, can be described microscopically and independently of
particular physical mechanism [64–66] in a unified fashion
as a consequence of local CD nonequilibrium spin density
of conduction electrons SCD(r) [16,63]. The cross product of
this quantity with the local magnetization M(r) in the case
of simplistic model Hamiltonians [52], or with the exchange-
correlation (XC) magnetic field BXC(r) of ncDFT [67,68] in
the case of first-principles Hamiltonians [16,62–64,69], de-
termines local spin torque SCD(r) × BXC(r) at some point in
space r. Thus, the total torque is obtained by integrating over

TABLE I. Fitted coefficients (in the units of eVb/�) in the angular dependence [Eq. (13)] of the odd component of SO torque for 2ML-
Co/monolayer-1H-WSe2 heterostructure. The SO coupling of WSe2 is either switched on (ζWSe2 �= 0) or off (ζWSe2 = 0) in ncDFT calculations.
The unit vector p in Eq. (13) is given in the second column for which mCo||p leads to Todd

CD = 0.

p =(θ, φ) T0α T1α T2α T3α T0β T1β

ζWSe2 �= 0 (75◦, 60◦) 0.416 −0.254 0.192 0.001 −0.092 0.105
ζWSe2 = 0 (105◦, 120◦) 0.079 −0.038 0.063 −0.001 0.067 −0.014
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the FM layer receiving the torque

TCD =
∫

FM
d3r SCD(r) × BXC(r). (1)

Here SCD(r) = Tr [ρCDσ̌] is computed by tracing the CD con-
tribution to the nonequilibrium density matrix [70]

ρCD = ρneq − ρeq (2)

with the vector of the Pauli matrices σ̌ = (σx, σy, σz ), where
ρeq is the grand canonical density matrix of electrons in equi-
librium [60,70]. The lesser Green function (GF)

G<(E ) = iG(E )[ fL(E )�L(E ) + fR(E )�R(E )]G†(E ) (3)

of NEGF formalism [60] offers an efficient route to compute
the nonequilibrium density matrix in the steady-state and elas-
tic transport regime

ρneq = 1

2π i

∫ ∞

−∞
dE G<(E ), (4)

for arbitrary periodic or nonperiodic device setup by splitting
it into two semi-infinite leads and the active region of the
standard Landauer setup [60] for quantum transport calcula-
tions. In the case of SO torque, one typically [16,64–66,69]
considers periodic setup in the xy plane, as exemplified by
Co/TMD heterostructures in Fig. 1(c) whose semi-infinite
leads and active region (of conveniently chosen length) are
made of identical atoms. Here

G = [E� − H − �L(E ,VL) − �R(E ,VR)]−1 (5)

is the retarded GF; H is the matrix representation of (model
of first-principles) Hamiltonian of the active region in some
basis of localized orbitals basis |φi〉; fL,R(E ) = f (E − eVL,R )
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FIG. 7. The layer-resolved magnitude of the odd component
of SO torque T odd
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CD | in n-ML-Co/monolayer-1H-WSe2 het-

erostructures where Co layer consists of 2 MLs—as in the illustration
in Fig. 1 and as studied in Fig. 6—or 4, 6, and 8 MLs. The unpolar-
ized charge current is injected parallel to the interface [i.e., along the
x axis in Fig. 1(c)] and it flows through each of n MLs of Co layer.
The total Todd

CD on Co layer is the sum of contributions from each of
these n MLs of Co.

are the shifted Fermi functions of the left (L) and right (R)
macroscopic reservoirs into which semi-infinite leads ter-
minate; Vb = VL − VR is the applied bias voltage between
them; �L,R(E ,VL,R ) are the self-energies of semi-infinite
leads whose band bottom is shifted by the applied voltages;
and �L,R(E ) = i[�L,R(E ) − �†

L,R(E )] are the level broaden-
ing matrices. Due to nonorthogonality of the basis of localized
orbitals |φi〉, we also use the overlap matrix � composed of
elements 〈φi|φ j〉. For lateral heterostructure in Fig. 1(c), all
matrices depend on ky, while for vertical heterostructure in
Fig. 1(a) they depend on (kx, ky).

The spin-transfer torque is standardly split into two
components [61–63], TCD = TFL

CD + TDL
CD. The fieldlike (FL)

component is even under time reversal and it affects magne-
tization precession around the effective magnetic field. The
dampinglike (DL) component is odd [71] under time reversal
and it either enhances the Gilbert damping by pushing mag-
netization toward the effective magnetic field or it competes
with the Gilbert term as “antidamping.” Due to its more com-
plex angular dependence [72], SO torque should be split into
components which are odd or even in the magnetization of a
single FM layer like mCo in Fig. 1

TCD = Todd
CD + Teven

CD . (6)

Thus, it is also advantageous to decompose ρCD = ρodd
CD +

ρeven
CD into the contributions whose trace with the Pauli matrices

can yield directly Todd
CD and Teven

CD , respectively. This is achieved
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by using the following expressions [63,73]

ρodd
CD = 1

8π

∫ +∞

−∞
dE [ fL(E ) − fR(E )](G�LG† − G†�LG − G�RG† + G†�RG), (7a)

ρeven
CD = 1

8π

∫ +∞

−∞
dE [ fL(E ) − fR(E )](G�LG† + G†�LG − G�RG† − G†�RG) − 1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
dE [ fL(E ) + fR(E )]Im G

+ 1

π

∫ ∞

−∞
dE Im G0(E ) f (E ). (7b)

Here G0(E ) is retarded GF in equilibrium obtained from
Eq. (5) by setting VL = VR = 0, and the last term in Eq. (7b)
is −ρeq [60,70]. In the limit of small bias voltage when
compared to the Fermi energy EF , eVb  EF , we can replace
[ fL(E ) − fR(E )] �→ −eVb∂ f /∂E . Then, in the spirit of the
linear-response theory, one can use G(E ) �→ G0(E ) with no
bias voltage and thereby induced voltage drop across the
active region in the Fermi surface terms in Eq. (7) which
multiply [ fL(E ) − fR(E )]. However, in the second term in
Eq. (7b) multiplying [ fL(E ) + fR(E )] one needs to use the
voltage drop [16,70]. This also requires us to assume the
presence of some type of disorder since voltage drop is not
allowed in ballistic systems. To reduce the computational
expense, one can assume linear potential drop and use equi-
librium charge and spin densities for all atoms as inputs in
the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian [Eq. (11)], instead of performing
fully self-consistent calculations for the whole system [16].

Instead of real space calculations utilizing Eq. (1), for
computational convenience we perform trace in the basis of
localized pseudoatomic orbitals [74]

Teven,odd = 1


BZ

∫
BZ

dky Tr
[
ρeven,odd

CD (ky)σ̌ × �−1B̌XC(ky)
]
.

(8)

Here B̌XC denotes a triple of matrices defined in Eq. (12).
An additional integration over the one-dimensional Brillouin
zone (BZ) of length 
BZ is performed because of assumed
translational invariance of heterostructure in Fig. 1(c). The
spatial profiles of SCD(z) = Seven

CD (z) + Sodd
CD (z) in Fig. 4 are

obtained from

Seven,odd
CD (z) = 1


BZ

∫
BZ

dky

∫
dx Trspin

[
ρeven,odd

CD (x, ky, z)σ̌
]
,

(9)

using ρeven,odd
CD (x, ky, z) in mixed real and k-space represen-

tation. Note that in Eq. (9) the superscript of Seven,odd
CD (z)

follows the component ρeven,odd
CD (x, ky, z) used in the trace,

rather than denoting behavior of nonequilibrium spin density
under time reversal. Since the heterostructure in Fig. 1(c) is
translationally invariant along the x axis, Seven,odd

CD (x, z) is a
periodic function of x that is averaged in this direction over
the supercell via Eq. (9) to obtain Seven,odd

CD (z) which depends
on one spatial coordinate along the direction perpendicular to
the interface [Fig. 1(c)].

B. Spectral functions and spin textures from equilibrium
retarded GF

The spectral function (or local density of states) at an arbi-
trary plane at position x within the active region in Fig. 1(a)
attached to only the left semi-infinite lead is extracted from
the retarded GF in equilibrium G0(E ) using

A(E ; k‖, x) = − 1

π
Im[G0(E ; k‖; x, x)], (10)

where k‖ = (ky, kz ) for the coordinate system in Fig. 1.
The diagonal matrix elements of G0(E ; k‖; x, x) are obtained
from Eq. (5), where �L(E ) �= 0 and �R(E ) = 0, by trans-
forming it from orbital to real-space representation. At the
chosen energy E and thereby defined constant energy con-
tours, we compute the spin textures from the spin-resolved
spectral function. We note that computed spectral functions
and spin textures are exactly the same quantities measured on
surfaces by spin-angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(spin-ARPES) [18,31]. However, spin-ARPES experiments
cannot probe spectral functions and spin textures on buried
planes that are too far below the surface because the penetra-
tion depth of low-energy photons is 2–4 nm.

C. Noncollinear density functional theory Hamiltonian of
FM/TMD heterostructures

The ncDFT [67,68] operates with single-particle and spin-
dependent Kohn-Sham (KS) Hamiltonian, which for the
heterostructures in Fig. 1 is given by

ĤKS = −h̄2∇2/2m + V̂H(r) + V̂ext (r) + V̂XC(r)

+ V̂SO(r) − σ · BXC(r). (11)

Here V̂H(r), V̂ext (r), and V̂XC(r) = δEXC[n(r), m(r)]/δn(r)
are the Hartree, external, and the XC potentials, respec-
tively; V̂SO is additional potential due to SO coupling, and
the XC magnetic field, BXC(r) = δEXC[n(r), m(r)]/δm(r), is
functional derivative of spin-dependent XC energy functional
EXC[n(r), m(r)] with respect to the vector magnetization den-
sity m(r). The extension of DFT to the case of spin-polarized
systems is formally derived in terms of m(r) and total electron
density n(r). In the collinear DFT m(r) points in the same
direction at all points in space, while in ncDFT m(r) can point
in an arbitrary direction [67,68]. The matrix representation
of the XC magnetic field, B̌XC, employed in Eq. (8), can be
extracted from the matrix representation HKS of ĤKS using

B̌XC = (2Re[H ↑↓],−2Im[H ↑↓],H ↑↑ − H ↓↓), (12)
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where H = HKS − VSO. Note that in the presence of SO
coupling, a term V̂SO(r) ∝ σ · Ľ, where Ľ is the orbital an-
gular momentum operator, is added in the KS Hamiltonian
[Eq. (11)]. Thus, when the XC magnetic field is extracted from
the KS Hamiltonian, V̂SO(r) has to be subtracted as done in
Eq. (12).

We employ the interface builder in QuantumATK [75]
package to construct a unit cell for the bilayer heterostructure
and use the experimental lattice constants. In order to deter-
mine the interlayer distance, we use Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) parametrization [76] of the generalized gradient ap-
proximation (GGA) for the XC functional as implemented in
QuantumATK package [75]. We find the average interlayer
distance between Co and TMDs in Fig. 1 in the range of 2.11–
2.18 Å. The hexagonal supercell of Co(0001) and TMD(0001)
surface is constructed using their hexagonal primitive lattice
vectors {a, b}, where the lattice vectors of the supercell are
{a + 3b, 2a − b} and {2a, 2b} for Co and TMDs surfaces,
respectively. The lattice mismatches in Co/TMDs bilayers are
0.58%, 0.53%, 2.2%, and 2.4% for TMD = MoSe2, WSe2,
1H-TaSe2, and 1T-TaSe2, respectively. Subsequently, a rect-
angular geometry setup [Fig. 1(c)] is constructed from the
common hexagonal supercell in order to calculate nonequi-
librium spin density and SO torque.

The matrix representation HKS employed in Eq. (5), H �→
HKS, for the active region and self-energies �L,R(E ) of semi-
infinite leads for heterostructures in Fig. 1 were computed
using QuantumATK where we employ PBE parametrization
of GGA; norm-conserving fully relativistic pseudopotentials
of the type SG15-SO [74] for describing electron-core inter-
actions; and SG15 (medium) basis of localized pseudoatomic
orbitals [74]. Periodic boundary conditions are employed in
the plane perpendicular to the transport direction [along the x
axis in Fig. 1(c)], with a 1 × 6 k-point grid for self-consistent
calculation. Nonequilibrium spin density and SO torque are
then obtained by integrating over a denser 1 × 64 k-point
mesh. The energy mesh cutoff for the real-space grid is chosen
as 100 Hartree. We use 15 Å vacuum in the nonperiodic direc-
tion in order to remove the interaction between two periodic
images.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Atlas of spectral functions and spin textures in equilibrium

Monolayer TMDs exhibit a wide range of elec-
tronic properties—from semiconducting to semimetallic and
metallic—depending on the electronic occupation of transi-
tion metal atoms and its coordination with the chalcogen
atoms. The coordination can be either trigonal prismatic (1H)
or octahedral phase (1T) [77], as illustrated in Fig. 1(d). For
example, 1H-MoSe2 and 1H-WSe2 are semiconductors with a
gap of � 2 eV, whereas both the 1H and 1T phases of TaSe2

are metallic [78]. The 1H phase has space group D1
3h (no.

187), which does not have the spatial inversion symmetry.
On the other hand, 1T structure has space group of D1

3d (no.
164), which preserves the spatial inversion symmetry. Conse-
quently, 1H phase of TMDs exhibits large SO splitting both
in the conduction and valence bands [79], while SO coupling
does not have any significant effect on the band structure of

1T phase [80]. However, in the bilayer geometry in Fig. 1, the
structural inversion symmetry is broken at the interface even
for 1T-TMD due to the presence of the Co layer.

The modification of spectral and spin textures within the
Co layer due to SO coupling “injected” by monolayer TMD
and/or structural inversion asymmetry are shown in Fig. 3.
For comparison, reference spectral functions and spin textures
on the surface of semi-infinite Co in contact with vacuum
can be found in Figs. 4(a)–4(d) in Ref. [20]. Unlike those,
where spin texture resembles the simple ones generated by the
Rashba SO coupling in 2D electron gas with spin expectation
values being tangent along the two Fermi circles, the spin
textures in Fig. 3 are far more complex. Also, even though
spectral functions on the Co side are similar when com-
paring Co/1H-MoSe2 [Figs. 3(a)–3(f)] with Co/1H-WSe2

[Figs. 3(g)–3(l)], or Co/1H-TaSe2 [Figs. 3(m)–3(r)] with
Co/1T-TaSe2 [Figs. 3(s)–3(x)], the corresponding spin tex-
tures at the constant energy contours of spectral functions
can be quite different. The appearance of spin textures on the
fourth ML of Co demonstrates how SO coupling from TMD
propagates into the bulk of FM and away from the interface.

B. Atlas of spin densities and SO torques out of equilibrium

When current flows through atomic planes with spin tex-
tures shown in Fig. 3, the imbalance between different k
vectors is created which leads to nonzero nonequilibrium spin
density SCD(z) [Eq. (9)]. This is the manifestation of the
so-called Edelstein effect [81,82], but for more complicated
equilibrium spin textures in Fig. 3 instead of the simplistic
ones of the Rashba type discussed in the original analysis
[82]. Unlike the original analyses [81,82] or the recent Kubo
formula calculations [69,86,88] of the Edelstein effect, which
both require diffusive transport regime, our NEGF+ncDFT-
based formalism applied to the Landauer setup in Fig. 1(c)
makes possible also calculations in the ballistic transport
regime [83,84]. The spatial profile of SCD(z) within four dif-
ferent Co/TMD heterostructures in shown in Fig. 4 while
orienting the magnetization of Co layer along three different
axes. The integral of SCD = ∫

dz SCD(z) within the volume
of Co layer (composed of 2 MLs) gives total nonequilibrium
spin density, and the orientation of its vector is visualized in
Figs. 5(a)–5(c).

Due to assumed ballistic transport and absence of any
spin Hall current along the z axis from the “bulk” of TMD
layer, only Sodd

CD �= 0 is generated in Fig. 5. The generation of
Seven

CD �= 0 is also possible [64] in the presence of skew scat-
tering off impurities [85], where the impurity themselves can
be spin independent [86,87] but spin textures (like the ones
in Fig. 3) should contain an out-of-plane component [88]. In
the analysis of SO torque, based on intuition from simplistic
models like the 2D Rashba FM [52] or metallic surface of
topological insulator covered by FM [53], one often assumes
that Sodd

CD ||ŷ for current flowing along the x axis, so that Todd
CD ∝

ŷ × m. On the other hand, complexity of spin textures in Fig. 3
leads to Sodd

CD which changes direction as we reorient mCo. This
leads to complex angular dependence of Todd

CD component of
SO torque, as is often observed experimentally [72] and in
first-principles quantum transport calculations [16,40,64,87].
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Inasmuch as the maximized value of Todd
CD in Fig. 5(e) is

found for Co/1H-WSe2 heterostructure, we further investigate
such complex angular dependence of Todd

CD for this bilayer in
Fig. 6. For this purpose, we rotate mCo within three different
planes and then fit the resulting SO torque curves using the
following expansion [16,72]

Todd
CD = (p × mCo)

[ ∞∑
n=0

Tnα|ẑ × mCo|2n

]

+mCo × (ẑ × mCo)(mCo · x̂)

[ ∞∑
n=0

Tnβ |ẑ × mCo|2n

]
.

(13)

The unit vector p can be determined by symmetry arguments
[16] or calculated where we give its direction in Table I for
both SO coupling in WSe2 switched on (ζWSe2 �= 0) and off
(ζWSe2 = 0) in ncDFT calculations. The lowest order term
T0α (p × mCo) in Eq. (13) is conventional FL torque [41,52],
while higher order terms can have properties of both FL
and DL torque [64]. The value of T0α , together with other
non-negligible coefficients in Eq. (13), is given in Table I. In-
terestingly, even if ζWSe2 = 0, so that interfacial SO coupling
is possible only because of structural inversion asymmetry of
the bilayer, these coefficients are nonzero in Table I. Upon
switching the SO coupling on, ζWSe2 �= 0, the coefficients in
Table I increase about five times when compared to those
computed with ζWSe2 = 0.

Finally, Fig. 7 demonstrates how SO proximity effect pen-
etrating over an increasing number of Co MLs manifests in
the physics of SO torque. That is, each ML of Co which
acquires spin textures in Fig. 3 due to SO coupling “injected”
by monolayer TMD will also generate nonequilibrium spin
density SCD(r) once the current flows through such ML. The
noncollinearity between SCD(r) and BXC(r) within such ML
then leads to nonzero local SO torque in Eq. (1). Figure 7
demonstrates that even 8th ML away from Co/1H-WSe2 in-
terface can exhibit SO torque, which means that SO proximity
effect and thereby induced spin textures from Fig. 3 can prop-
agate all the way to the opposite edge of thin layers of Co, at
least in the clean limit.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The recent experiments [89–94] on SO torque and spin-
to-charge conversion [95] utilizing FM/TMD heterostructures
have chosen a combination of these materials using usual
“trial-and-error” procedure or generic symmetry arguments
[91]. The application-geared arguments for the usage of such
class of devices with monolayer TMDs are based on the fact
that in traditional FM/heavy-metal SO torque devices [41],
with many monolayers of heavy metal, spin Hall torque is

interfacial in nature and the bulk of heavy metal is of little
use but it carries charge current and causes heat dissipation.
Furthermore, the ratio between FL and DL components of SO
torque, or spin-relaxation rate in spin-to-charge conversion
experiments, can be effectively controlled via electric field by
applying the back-gate voltage [93] to FM/TMD bilayers.

In this study, we demonstrate how to employ ncDFT calcu-
lations in order to obtain accurate Hamiltonian of FM/TMD
interface in the representation of localized pseudoatomic or-
bitals. Such first-principles Hamiltonian is then combined
with equilibrium GFs of nonperiodic heterostructures to com-
pute spectral functions and spin textures at an arbitrary plane.
In addition, first-principles GFs can be employed in quantum
transport calculations to obtain nonequilibrium spin density
and thereby driven SO torque. This makes it possible to pre-
cisely determine the most optimal materials combination for
SO torque applications, where we find maximized SO torque
in Co/WSe2 bilayers among Co/1H-MoSe2, Co/1H-WSe2,
Co/1H-TaSe2, and Co/1T-TaSe2 screened.

We note that SO proximity effect in a single ML of con-
ventional 3d transition-metal ferromagnets Fe, Co, Ni due to
adjacent TMD [96], topological insulator [97], or heavy metal
(such as Pt [30]) layers has been studied recently with the
focus on its impact on experimentally detectable [23] Gilbert
damping enhancement [97] or introduction of Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya interaction giving rise to skyrmions [30,96]. In this
study, we demonstrate that such SO proximity effect is not
confined to just a single ML of conventional room temper-
ature ferromagnetic metals, but it can propagate over many
of their MLs. Furthermore, any ML near the interface with
TMD which becomes SO proximitized, when brought out
of equilibrium by passing current through it will generate
nonequilibrium spin density as the key resource [29,41,43] for
a variety of spintronic effects and applications.

Finally, we note that our calculations in the clean limit
can be easily extended to take into account disorder effects
due to impurities [16,64] or “frozen-phonons” and “frozen-
magnons” [98]. These ingredients would be included in the
Hamiltonian of larger supercells representing an ensemble of
disorder configurations [99], so that SCD and TCD nonequi-
librium quantities would then be averaged over such an
ensemble. Unlike band structure of periodic lattices, spec-
tral function remains well defined even in the presence of
strong disorder blurring the original bands [99], so that analo-
gous connections between spectral functions and textures and
nonequilibrium spin densities could be explored, akin to what
is conducted in this study.
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